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WHAT’S THE CATCH?
THERE ISN’T ONE.

DURABILITY LOW WEIGHT ECONOMICAL ECOLOGICAL EASY TO WORK WITH

» Weather-resistant

» Resistant to rot and corrosion

» Splinter-free, low risk of injury

» Usable all year round

»  Moisture-resistant, 
impervious to water

» Quick drying

»  Installation doesn’t 
require heavy equipment

» Greater loading capacity

» Savings in transport costs

» Quick installation

» Less labour-intensive

» Longer service life

»  Resistant against oils, 
acids, lyes and salt water

» Low maintenance costs

»  Made from high-quality 
recycled plastics (polyolefins)

» Great value for money

»  Ideal construction material, 
especially for robust profiles
and pre-assembled pieces

»  Easy to manipulate 
(drill, saw, screw and nail)

»  Easily adaptable at 
installation site

W H Y  h a n i t ®  I S  U N I Q U E

Every building material has certain advantages. 
Unfortunately, they also have certain disadvantages.

Wood for example, is beautiful but it cannot withstand the elements for long without needing 
time-intensive and labour-intensive maintenance. Concrete is much more durable but due to its 
weight is more difficult to transport and is just too heavy for many purposes. Over the years concrete 
will show water damage and begin to deteriorate. Steel, on the other hand, is much more flexible and 
can be used for all kinds of things – but it is prone to rust and stainless steel is very expensive.  
The same applies to new plastics, which are also much more expensive.

And then there is hanit®. Contrary to wood or steel it is extremely weather resistant. It saves money, 
time and effort because it is lighter than concrete and cheaper than stainless steel. Best of all, this 
material can be used for almost any product or purpose.

»  Produced without the 
need for waterproofing

»  Less use of landfills, good 
for the environment

»  Easy to recycle as a building 
material

»  Certified with the eco-label 
“THE BLUE ANGEL”

» Non-polluting, does not leach

»  Non-toxic (in accordance 
with DIN 71, Part 3 Playground 
Ordinance)
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LASTING STYLE 
AND COMFORT.
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CALERO SET
The modern set

Its cool shape and clean lines make the Calero bench and table set 
perfect for modern and urban surroundings. One of our boldest 
designs, the Calero is great for schools, local government offices 
or business districts, but just as comfortable in a city park or 
private garden.

» Width: 150 cm

» Clean shape

» Modern design

» Cubism hanit® style

» Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 1 (bench) and 
type 2 (table)

Grey Brown Black

SERENGETI SET
The versatile picnic bench

The Serengeti picnic bench is all about the group dynamic. This 
sturdy bench/table combination is perfect for campsites, holiday 
villages and youth hostels: wherever people get together, chat 
and mingle outdoors.

» 6 bench planks: 200/180 x 10 x 4.7 cm

» 6 table planks: 200/180 x 12 x 4.7 cm

» Version available with wheelchair table extension

» Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 3

TAUNUS SET
For the rural look

The Taunus set is easy to recognise thanks to its two-piece back 
rest and distinctive log-like legs. The legs give a hint to where 
the Taunus prefers to be: in the woods or anywhere with a rustic, 
uncomplicated feel.

 » Width: 200 cm

 » To be secured in the ground

 » Legs resembling logs

 » Rustic sitting enjoyment

 » The set that loves the woods

BrownBrown Grey-BlueGrey-GreenBlack-Grey Black-Brown Grey-Red
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WALL STREET 317 BENCH
Perfection of stainless steel and hanit®

“Wall Street 317” presents a model that is designed for the 
urban environment: urban squares, shopping malls, bus stations 
and other terminals. The design is modern, cubical, with an 
indestructible stainless steel frame, three solid bench boards and 
no backrest. This bench offers a good contrast to cobblestones 
and old walls.

» Widths: 200 cm

» 3 bench planks: 200 x 17 x 4 cm

» Seat height: 45 cm

» Leg elements made of stainless steel

» Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 2

WALL STREET 510 BENCH
Timeless elegance

The “Wall Street 510” is the representative of a new, sophisticated 
generation of modernly designed benches that highlight every 
town hall, museum and city park. The combination of hanit® and 
stainless steel guarantees longevity. Available in brown and black.

 » Widths: 200 cm

 » 5 bench planks: 200 x 10 x 4 cm

 » Seat height: 45 cm

 » Leg elements made of stainless steel

 » Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 2

WALL STREET 955 BENCH
The effect of understatement

The furnishing of public places and communal facilities is often 
difficult. A neutral and simple seating which underlines the ambi-
ence without being too conspicuous is quite rarely. This gap closes 
the “Wall Street 955”. Their sovereign appearance underscores the 
atmosphere of architecturally environments - even on cobbles!

» Widths: 200 cm

» 9 bench planks: 200 x 5,5 x 4,5 cm

» Seat height: 45 cm

» Leg elements made of stainless steel

» Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 2

Brown BrownBrown Black
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HYDE PARK BENCH 
CONNECTION MODULE
The flexible building block

Many people would like to sit on this bench. That’s why we are 
introducing an add-on piece for the Hyde Park bench. The add-on 
pieces enable the bench to be extended. In this way whole teams, 
school classes and generations can rest comfortably together.

 » Widths: 195 cm and 165 cm

 » 4 bench boards: 180/150 x 10 x 4.7 cm

 » Seat height: 45 cm

 » Middle section add-on for bench extension

 » Uniform design

HYDE PARK SET
The versatile seating group

Sometimes less is more. This clean and back to basics design not 
only allows for a fresh look but also offers flexible design options. 
The practical connection and add-on modules allow you to extend 
the bench – after all, relaxation is a thing that should be shared.

» Widths: 195 cm and 165 cm

» Purist design

» Robust construction

» Expandable in a few simple steps

» Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 1 (bench) and 
type 3 (table)

Black-BrownBlack-Brown

HYDE PARK BENCH  
EXTENSION MODULE
A harmonious conclusion

This is the perfect addition to the Hyde Park bench, as it extends 
the seating area by about two meters and fits seamlessly with the 
existing design; enabling more people to enjoy the Hyde Park 
together.

» Widths: 195 cm and 165 cm

» 4 bench boards: 180/150 x 10 x 4.7 cm

» Seat height: 45 cm

» End piece to extend the bench

» Uniform design

Brown
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GROUND ANCHOR
Security for your seating

Prevent benches and bench/table sets from being stolen with a 
 hanit® ground anchor. Our anchors are made from solid hanit® and 
designed to be buried or concreted into the ground to provide a solid 
base for bolting benches and tables in place. Available in three styles.

» Safe, sturdy assembly

» Is just buried or concreted into place

» Available in three styles

Brown

TRAFALGAR SQUARE BENCH
A timeless classic

With the Trafalgar Square bench, we re-interpreted the classic 
park bench using modern materials. Available in two different 
lengths, this bench fits perfectly into natural surroundings like 
conservation areas, forest tracks and lawns.

 » Widths: 200 cm and 150 cm

 » 7 bench planks: 200/150 x 8 x 4.7 cm

 » Seat height: 45 cm

 » Rock solid – the shape and the material

 » Optional: Ground anchor type 2 and arm rest

Brown Grey-Brown

Grey-Blue Grey-Green Grey-RedGrey-Black

Black-Brown

UENO BENCH
Minimalist Design, Maximum Usage

Searching for bench boards on the pure and simple Ueno bench 
will be a search in vain. The seat surface is moulded in the shape 
of seat ends but is one single piece. This makes assembly easy as 
child’s play! In addition, the seat is flush with the sides – giving a 
little extra space when needed. Since the seat is slightly arched, 
rainwater flows off quickly. In short: Ueno is bueno!

» Widths: 130 cm and 180 cm 

» 1 seat element: 167/117 x 45.6 cm

» Seat height: 48 cm 

» Easy assembly due to few components

» Rapid rainwater run off

» Optional: Ground anchor type 1

Black-Brown

1 2 3
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hanit® ULTRA BARRIER
Good-looking protection

The hanit® Ultra barrier system consists of square posts and cross-
members. The post heads are pre-cut to easily accommodate the 
cross-members and there are optional galvanised strips to secure 
everything in place. Solid barriers for good-looking protection.

» Lengths of post: 125 and 150 cm

» Lengths of cross-member: Between 150 and 300 cm 

» Profile measures: 8 x 8 cm and 10 x 10 cm

» Simple installation

» Permanent and vandalism-resistant

» Splinter-free

SQUARE PROFILE
The utility profile

Soil and moisture can have destructive effects on traditional 
materials - but not on hanit®. Our posts are strong, rot resistant 
and extremely long-lasting. Perfect for signing forest and hiking 
trails or any other markings you may need. And with such a wide 
variety of shapes and sizes, we’re confident we can supply the 
right one for you.

» Lengths: Between 100 and 300 cm depending on the model

» Profile measurements: from 4 x 4 cm to 15 x 15 cm

» Does not absorb liquid

» Numerous areas of use

» Vast selection

BrownBrown

BARRIER
Bevelled at each end

Some areas need subtle protection from unwanted footfall or 
traffic, without blocking the area off completely. Our barriers 
help steer individuals and groups towards preferred routes and 
keep traffic going in the right direction. Good looking, effective, 
long-lasting and maintenance-free. Comes with matching fixings.

 » Length of post: 95 cm

 » Length of cross-member: 280 cm

 » Diameter: 12 cm

 » Easy assembly

 » Sturdy and durable

 » Blocking without closing off

 » No maintenance costs

Brown Grey BlackGrey

Metal connectors are not included in delivery.
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DIAMOND HEAD BOLLARD
Hollow profile,  
with and without reflectors

hanit® bollards are an effective way to direct and control traffic. 
They send a clear message and can prevent cars from parking on 
pavements or blocking cycle lanes. The diamond head bollard is 
particularly useful in urban settings.

» Length: 140 cm

» Profile measurements: 14 x 14 cm

» Created for urban surroundings

Black

BOLLARD, DOME SHAPED
Hollow profile,  
with and without reflectors

The solid-looking, round-headed design gives this hanit® bollard 
a smart but regulating appearance. Great for anything from quiet 
country parks to pulsing city centres.

» Length: 120 and 150 cm

» Diameter: 15 cm an 20 cm

» Rot-resistant

» Weather-resistant

» Easy to handle

PYRAMID HEAD BOLLARD
Hollow profile, with reflectors

Due to the unusual head shape, our pyramid head bollards draw 
attention in almost any setting. They do exactly what they’re 
supposed to do: keep spaces clear.

 » Length: 165 cm

 » Profile measurements: 12 x 12 cm

 » Distinctive shape

 » High attention value

 » Effective protection

BrownBrown GreyGrey Black BrownGrey
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WOVEN PRIVACY SCREEN
With round or flat wickerwork

 » Width: 150 cm

 » Height: 180 cm

 » With round or flat wickerwork

 » Easy construction

 » Maintenance free 

» Without risk of splinters

» Decorative wind- and view 
protection

Brown

A privacy screen protects your private 
area from curious eyes. Aditionally 
you can hide many things behind this 
screen, which nobody wants to see, 
like garbage cans or gardening tools. 
The modern hanit® privacy screen 
remembers of wood fences, but 
without its disadvantages (rotting, 
high maintenance, splinters, etc.). 
Two different versions are available: 
HAZEL, wickerwork of round bars or 
RIBBON, wickerwork of flat ribbons.

PRIVACY SCREEN ELEMENT HAZEL PRIVACY SCREEN ELEMENT RIBBON
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A ROBUST 
LIVING SPACE 
FOR PLANTS.
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MUSCARI 
 PLANTER
Strong and substantial

Planters need to be tough, especially if they’re intended to 
beautify public spaces. Not only can weather, birds, animals and 
the plants themselves take their toll, they can often be the targets 
for vandalism. The Muscari is especially solid and substantial. 
Available in three colours.

» Dimensions (LxWxH): 130 x 60 x 50 cm

» 3 different colours

BrownGrey Black
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Brown Brown

LITTER BINS  
Problems with garbage? 
We have the solution. 

We have the knowledge about collection and recycling of raw 
material since many years. You can even suggest, that waste 
disposal is one of our core competences. That is the reason 
why we have a well sorted product line of waste bins, which are 
almost indestructible over long periods. We offer you solutions in 
different sizes, shapes and designs - certainly some will fit for your 
application.

 » Volume: from 50 to 130 liters

 » Height: from 50 to 100 cm

 » With and without wire basket

 » Square and round forms

 » One model with lid

VINCA PLANTER
The eye-catcher in four sizes

The Vinca’s eye-catching hexagonal design is available in four 
different sizes. If required, the Vinca can be further adapted with 
add-on layers, which increase the height by 12 cm per section. 
Adaptable, versatile and stylish: that’s the Vinca.

» Outer diameter: Between 88 and 166 cm

» Height: 44 cm

» Expandable using add-on rings

» Distinctive hexagonal shape

» Many sizes and variations

COLLEC LITTER BIN

SCORI LITTER BIN

SCORI LITTER BIN WITH HINGED LID FRAME

RESCO LITTER BIN

hanit® Recycled Products
the clever solution
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INSPIRATION
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CALERO CHILDREN’S SET
Peppy, trendy, colourful

Our Calero series is the eye-catcher of every playground. With its 
cheeky design, the children’s bench with its accompanying table 
puts you in a good mood as soon as you take a look - it’s fun to 
take a seat here. Yes, it would fit perfectly in Villa Villekulla. In 
regard of safety all edges of the benches and tables are rounded. 
That’s why Calero satisfied in all aspects.

» Width: 150 cm

» Seat height: 34 cm

» Table height: 57 cm

» Rounded edges to protect the children

» Colorful play equipment

» Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 1 (bench) 
and type 2 (table)

MUD TABLE
Tailor-made for kids

Kids love playing with sand and water but when you mix this 
combination with wood, the fun doesn’t last for long. Wood 
weathered quickly and splintered. hanit® mud tables are much 
more durable. They won’t weather, splinter or rot. What’s more, 
our tables are easy to assemble and have endless combinations.

» Playing with mud with a system

» Elements are also available individually

» With matching pump platform

» Few individual parts

» Does not contain any preservatives

» Permanent playing fun

FORIO CHILDREN’S SET
Tailor-made for kids

If you let kids draw a picnic bench, it will probably look like the 
Forio. It’s the classic shape – just smaller! The table and bench 
form a sturdy unit that can be used for more than just a picnic 
bench. Throw a sheet over the Forio and it becomes a cave or tent: 
great for little kids with big imaginations.

 » Previous name: Children‘s Set AGK150

 » 1 table top: 150 x 60 x 8 cm

 » 2 bench planks: 150 x 19 x 4 cm

 » Seat height: 34 cm

 » Table height: 57 cm

 » The “games table” par excellance

 » Optional: hanit® ground anchor type 3

Brown Grey-Green Green-BrownGrey-BlueGrey-Blue Blue-Red-Green Grey-Red
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SAHARA  SANDBOX
Wonderland for the imagination

The Sahara sandbox is available in two sizes and four colour 
combinations. It’s a great example of why hanit® has so many 
advantages over wood, concrete or steel: it doesn’t rot or splinter; 
it’s weather-resistant and UV-resistant; it needs little or no 
maintenance and it’s perfect for playtime!

» Length x Width x Height: 200/300 x 200/300 x 27 cm

» Profile: 8 x 23 cm

KALAHARI SANDBOX
Fun in every corner

The hexagonal Kalahari sandbox is available in two sizes. The wide 
edge provides lots of sitting space and every young trailblazer can 
find a spot for digging and building. Attractive, splinter-free and 
non-toxic.

 » Diameters: 175 cm and 240 cm

 » Height: 30 cm

 » Side profiles: 3.8 x 13 cm

 » Seat rest: 4 x 14 cm

 » Other dimensions available on request

Brown

LUT SANDBOX
Set sail in the sand

The Lut is our most distinctive sandbox. Its boat-shape design 
is sure to be the eye-catcher of the playground – guaranteed 
to have kids eager to jump in and set sail in the sand! The Lut is 
completely pre-assembled on delivery and available in four colour 
combinations.

 » Length x Width: 285 x 105 cm

 » Height: 30 cm

 » Four colour variations

 » Completely assembled on delivery

 » Distinctive boat shape

 » Paradise for the smallest ones

Grey-Brown Grey-Green Grey-Blue Grey-RedGrey-Brown Grey-Green Grey-Blue Grey-Red
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WATER  
RESISTANT 

AND 
DURABLE.
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FOOTPATH PLANK
Well on the way

Our footpath planks have stood the test of time again and again. 
They have proved their worth by withstanding the elements, 
 especially when they have been used near water. This is due to 
the outstanding qualities of this material, which is made for use 
 anywhere that may get wet or damp. It is water-resistant and 
made without any harmful or toxic substances or the need for 
 waterproofing. It can even resist salt water, has a slip-resistant 
 surface and is very easy to use and process.

» Also available with reinforcement and tongue 
and groove, as well as in 3 different colours

» We have many different sizes available: 2.7 x 15.0 cm; 
3.8 x 15.0 cm; 4.0 x 17.0 cm; 4.0 x 19.7 cm; 
4.8 x 16.5 cm and 6.0 x 19.7 cm.

BrownGrey

With Reinforcement

Tongue and Groove

hanit® Ultra

Black
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DECKING
Firm footing, every time

hanit® decking boards are an innovative solution for decks, patios 
and balconies. Unlike traditional materials, they’re weather-
resistant and splinter-free – they’re even resistant to algae, fungi 
and mould. Our boards are nice and wide for quick and easy 
installation. hanit® is also great for substructures.

» Lengths: Between 100 and 300 cm depending on the model

» Profile measurement: 2.8 x 19.5 cm

» The carefree covering

» Quickly and easily installed

» Completely recyclable

Brown Black

PRE-ASSEMBLED  
BOARDWALK ELEMENT
Click, click – done!

Instead of having many small elements to screw together, you will 
receive a pre-assembled product that can be installed easily and 
quickly. It’s the ideal solution for beach and garden paths. Sim-
ply put it together metre by metre – and if required, it can just 
be taken apart again. Thanks to this clever system, this product 
is suitable for temporary use, such as paths that are needed only 
now and then.

» Widths: 80 cm, 100 cm and 120 cm

» Weights: 29.0 kg, 34.9 kg and 40.8 kg

» Length per unit: 100 cm

» Quick installation and removal

» Perfect for temporary use

Grey Brown
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HANPAVE
The permeable parking solution

Hanpave is a high performance grid made from recycled 
polypropylene. Designed for car-parking, Hanpave can be 
filled with earth or gravel. The structure allows rainwater to 
pass through at a controlled rate and is SUD (Sustainable Urban 
Drainage) regulations compliant. Parking space delineators (fitted 
white caps) are available as an optional extra.

» Measurement: 33 x 33 x 4 cm

» Rigid load bearing grid system

» Low weight

» High load capacity: 250 to 350 tons per m²

» Flexible elements available as identification,
e.g. for parking lots

» Easy to install

ROLL OUT ELEMENT
Fast forward

Simple solutions are often the most ingenious. This product can 
be rolled out and back together like a carpet. This way it isn’t just 
easy to install but easier and less bulky to transport. No screws, no 
mounting. Because of its flexibility it is ideal for soft ground, such 
as beaches and meadows, so it’s especially suitable for temporary 
use. Let it roll!

» Width: 80 cm, 100 cm

» Weight: 20 kg, 35 kg

» Length per unit: 163 cm, 200 cm

» Simply unroll and go

» Space-saving and easy to transport

Grey Brown Black Green

HEAVY-DUTY GROUND GRID
With connection system

Our heavy-duty ground grids are considerably lighter than 
concrete equivalents. This makes transport and installation much 
easier. And with a stabilising interlocking system, our grids are 
just the job for car parks, lay-bys, farmyards or warehouses.

 » Measurement: 60 x 40 x 8 cm

 » High breakage resistance in spite of low weight

 » Saves transportation costs

 » Easy installation due connection system

 » Fast water drainage

 » Suitable for load class SLW 60 according to DIN 1072

Grey
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High-speed band saws and 
circular saws with slightly crossed 
teeth, preferably carbide-tipped, 
produce the best finish. 
Quickly remove any shavings 
to avoid smearing the plastics. 
Lengths can also be shortened 
using a chainsaw, however, it is 
necessary to consider a loss of 
accuracy.

Spiral bits with a helix angle from 
20° to 30° peak angle from 110° 
to  120° can almost always be 
used. Relaxation strokes should 
occasionally be used, especial-
ly with larger drilling depths, to 
avoid high frictional heat.

Angle grinders are not suit-
able for cutting due to their 
high speed. Plastic parts, which 
exhibit burrs or edges following 
machining, can be processed 
with an angle grinder.

Standard planes can also be used 
to process plastics. The surface is 
largely dependent on the feed 
rate, cutting speed, clearance and 
cutting angle and the condition 
of the machining blade.

The span cross-section should be 
as large as possible to keep the 
machining heat relatively low. 
Depth of cut and feed rate should 
be high, the cutting speed on the 
other hand low. To increase the 
tool life, we recommend using 
routers with indexable carbide 
inserts.

hanit® RECYCLED PRODUCTS 

PROCESSING 
GUIDELINES

TOOL SELECTION

SAWING & CUTTING DRILLING DEBURRINGPLANINGROUTING
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If profiles are hammered, we recommend using a ram or a cor-
ner protector to prevent damage to the product.

Boards, thresholds, and square profiles must not be press-fit-
ted. The profiles may exhibit length variations of +/- 1.5% due 
to temperature fluctuations. An expansion distance (expan-

sion joint) must therefore be maintained during installation.

When bolting recycled profiles together, the profile to be fastened 
must be pre-drilled (e.g. boards, dock planks, square profiles).  
The hole must be larger than the bolt. Elongated slots are rec-
ommended to account for the temperature-related expansion 

of the material.

Recycled profiles are only partially paintable due to their  
properties. Good results have been obtained using permanently 
elastic plastic paints (all-weather paints) together with a rough-
ened surface and priming. Permanent paint adhesion cannot  

be guaranteed.

hanit® products can be nailed both conventionally and with  
nail guns. Due to the compact surface, it is, however, more  
difficult to penetrate the profiles than it would be with wood.  

Consider this when fixing.

Compared to wood or metal products, plastic has lower stiff-
ness and greater flexibility. These special material properties 
must be observed accordingly when planning distance be-

tween supports in dock, fence, and patio construction.

Sunlight affects the profile alignment, and can, for example, 
cause fence posts to tilt. To prevent profile distortion caused 

by sunlight, the profiles should not be stored loosely.

We have structural verification tests, installation recommenda-
tions, and mounting instructions for many products and appli-
cations. For more information please visit www.hahnplastics.com

TIPS FOR PROCESSING RECYCLED PROFILES

hanit® products can be processed as necessary 
with conventional tools and machinery used  
in wood and metal processing. 

However, due to the properties of the material, 
some specific features must be considered:

»  In general, machining of profiles causes 
higher tool wear. We therefore recommend 
the use of carbide-tipped tools.

»  Recycled products have a closed surface. 
The core may have a honeycomb structure, 
which becomes visible during machining. 
This is due to the material properties.
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